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holding, however it is
stuff that is. He’s the guy
more pliable when dried.
who added a new product
So you’ve gotten the
by changing the label from
publishing bug but your
his pet pain spray to human
work has the runs, when it
spray and is making
gets wet! The best thing
millions. Or you might find
about a laser printer is
a stash of “Carter’s Little
that the ink is thermally
Liver Pills.” They never
dried and is not water
worked either.
messible. Nothing worse
Speaking of doctors
than reading a book
some of them are closing up
printed on an ink jet in
and going home, it seems
You can always tell when
the shower.
many are doing so now.
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However,
speaking
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out with a new operating
of systems my brother-inbucks nowadays with
system, computers go on
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has
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system
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Obama Care and all. Many
sale at drastically reduced
racing, says it’s full proof;
are going into banking or
prices. Same thing for all
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as
you
have
realistic
day-trading. I know of
electronic devices though; if
expectations. He can
several who have; some just
a newer better model is
produce
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coming out they dump
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the
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he
bets.
station or such. I believe
inventory in preparation.
Says it takes the fun out of
they are quitting while they
Damn the customer full
it
though.
That’s
better
can still sell their practice
speed ahead, right much
than I can get on any CD!
to some newbie who has to
like the government huh?
Some
folks
have
him
beat
pay off his student loans.
As a matter of fact Bill
though, playing poker and
Obamamahama is going to
Gates et al may have more
they
still
have
fun.
muck up the medical
spendable money than the
Have you seen the
profession so badly I don’t
government, real money
commercials
for
Dr
Frank’s
blame them for quitting; of
that is. Have you realized
pain spray. It’s on TV, you
course it already is messed
most of all the bad traits
can
trust
whatever
you
see
up due to governmental and
that industry and now the
on
TV.
I
see
these
shelves
insurance meddling.
general public has the
even in Walmart, “As Seen
I believe “Global
government taught them.
on
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Dr
Frank
claims
Warming”
was invented by
It all started with, “I’m
all you have to do is squirt
“Chicken Little,” Gore’s
from the government and
the
stuff
in
you
mouth
and
just trying to take credit for
I’m here to help you.”
it gets rid of any pain you
it, like he did for the
Speaking of sticky
might
have
or
even
think
Internet. Everything
situations the biggest
you might get in the future.
especially the weather
problem I have with Gorilla
He
probably
found
the
old
comes in cycles and
glue is air leaks into the
time
formula
for
“Hadical.”
changes, it always has,
bottle and it dries out,
Many a wino felt the same
always will. George
especially in the outlet tip.
way;
just
a
jug
a
day
keeps
Washington would say the
The old glue, “Contact
the pain away; also works
same; when he tried to
Cement” works good in
well
for
sleeping,
passed
out
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that you can clean it up
and all. Seriously you
was frozen in big chunks.
better. It is pretty messy
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They called that time frame
though and not as good for
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the “little ice age,” millions
died in Europe during that
time. It’ll happen again,
just not now. Nevertheless
with that said we all need to
be good stewards with what
we have. It only makes
sense.
Can’t say I’ve been
up to no good, but close. I
seem to be the odd man out,
like a bird hanging upside
down. It’s hard to discover
what it is I am supposed to
be about these days, yet I
spend a lot of time doing it.
My doctor believes
“watchful waiting” the best
course. Damned if I do,
damned if I don’t. It’s like
getting old, the older you
get the more you realize
you don’t know so much
after all. I feel the same
way when I study up on
what to do about prostate
cancer there is no good
answer, like betting on the
horses, you win some you
lose some. That’s sort of
what Reagan said about it
all and the economy too, “it
goes up and it goes down.”
So what’s next...?

